Green for good: Going green ... globally

I

n addition to enterprise-wide
recycling efforts, Rockwell Collins
employees around the globe
are initiating a wide variety of
environmentally-friendly projects —
from individual actions
to facility-wide undertakings.
Below is just a sample of some of
the initiatives implemented.

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Bellevue, Iowa
Employees at the Bellevue, Iowa, plant have
composted 1,210 pounds of biodegradable
waste since launching a composting project
in August 2008. Composted materials are
used to mulch around foliage planted by
employees, who regularly donate and plant
perennials such as phlox, day lilies, irises,
buttercups, hostas and sedum.

Kaiser Optical Systems, a Rockwell
Collins company, replaced three different
compressed air systems scattered throughout
its plant with two coordinated compressors,
saving $24,000 yearly and reducing the
plant’s annual carbon footprint by more than
250 metric tons.

Binghamton, New York

Stockholm, Sweden

Funds from a Rockwell Collins Green
Communities grant are being used to support
Earth Week efforts at a local school district,
including environmental stewardship
educational materials and school-wide reuse/
recycling programs. Additionally, Binghamton
employees are involved in a habitat project
and the development of a new wetland
educational program.

To promote green commuting, members of
the employee bicycle club installed studded
tires to encourage cycling to work even in
winter, and the facility challenges teams and
individuals to use pedometers to track their
daily steps.

Reading, United Kingdom
The Reading facility has been selected to
participate in a pilot program to burn waste
for fuel through the Lakeside Energy from
Waste plant at Colnbrook in FY’11. When
fully operational, the plant will generate
enough energy to power 64,500 homes.

Beijing, China
In addition to participating in the 2010 Earth
Hour initiative, employees in China launched
a “No Disposable Wooden Chopstick”
initiative to combat the thousands of tons of
wood used and thrown away in restaurants
each day, opting instead to use and wash their
own tableware for all meals.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Buildings 130 and 131, new in 2008 and 2009
respectively, earned LEED certification by the
U.S. Green Building Council®. Building
130’s Gold certification—the first in Iowa to
earn that distinction under the most recent
version of the guidelines—features heat
harvesting, a 40 percent water use reduction
and 68 percent recycled content.

Toulouse, France
To bolster a two-year-old initiative to reduce
automobile carbon emissions, the Toulouse
facility has special parking lots for bicycles
and offers on-site shower facilities for riders.

Sterling, Virginia
The Sterling facility recently implemented a
single-stream recycling program, enabling
employees to commingle recyclable material.
Since the policy implementation, the facility
has increased the collection of aluminum
cans, plastic bottles, cardboard and glass
containers, collecting approximately 11 tons
of recyclable material so far this fiscal year.

Tustin, California
In addition to converting to energy-saving
lighting in 2007, the Tustin facility is piloting
a wireless lighting control system, allowing
precise monitoring and adjustment of lighting
from conference rooms and projectors to
individual offices.

São Jose dos Campos, Brazil
Employees at our service center in Brazil
seek to balance a demand for quality with
a mandate to reuse equipment or materials
whenever possible. Printer cartridges are
recycled, plastic and pasteboard received from
customers are reused, and nearly all lights are
shut down during lunch time.

Mexicali, Mexico
With an average July high of 41°C (107°F),
managers at the Mexicali facility moved shifts
to cooler parts of the day to save energy.
These efforts reduced annual power usage by
more than 534,000 kWh.

Melbourne, Florida

Richardson, Texas
Waterless hand sanitizer units have been
installed throughout the Richardson facility
to reduce water use. The installation of
energy-efficient light bulbs has cut costs,
while motion sensor light switches and
override light switches now provide more
control over energy usage.
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Duluth, Georgia
After being deployed to the Middle East,
satellite transportable terminals and hub
trucks typically need a deep cleaning upon
return. A wastewater processing system at
the Duluth facility enables employees to reuse
water, resulting in a savings of 11,375 gallons
per year.

Melbourne employees assessed power
needs for all equipment in production cells,
labeling all necessary equipment with “leave
on” stickers and shutting down the rest.
Employees also modified the chiller schedule
to reduce run time by four hours daily, saving
approximately $5,000 per year.

Hyderabad, India
To combat high temperatures that can hover
around 38°C (100°F) for months at a time,
the Rockwell Collins India Design Center in
Hyderabad has air conditioning actuators
that precisely control office temperatures.
This saves up to 35,000 kWh per month.

How to initiate environmentally-friendly change
Get involved
The Green Workplace Community of Practice gives
employees a forum to discuss, analyze, learn and
advocate for a green workplace. Since its founding in
late 2009, the organization has generated nearly 30
environmentally-friendly ideas for individuals and the
company to consider via its TeamSpace “Think Green
Suggestion Box.”
Employees interested in joining the group or
submitting a suggestion should visit the Green
Workplace TeamSpace via “G” in the Rockwell Collins
Online Index.
Use Lean principles
Lean Electronics consultant Brion Hurley challenges the
teams he works with to add one word to the processes,
time and quality of task savings they consider during a
Lean event: energy.
“Lean principles and tools can help you identify
more environmentally responsible practices,” said

Hurley, who has participated in several Lean activities
to reduce energy usage and environmental waste.
“Most employees are surprised by the data we present
because it shows that environmentally-friendly
strategies actually help our business, not hurt it.”
To learn more about Lean tools and consultants,
employees should visit the Lean Electronics website
via “L” in the Rockwell Collins Online Index.
Take simple actions
Small actions that are easy and don’t require a lot of
effort can contribute to larger, sustainable changes. For
example, if a light is on in a conference room that will
be empty for more than 15 minutes, don’t be afraid to
flip the switch.
Share your story
If you’re involved in an environmentally-friendly project
at your facility and would like to share your story with
us, email empcomm@rockwellcollins.com. <h>
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